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Chapter – 1
Successful Marriages
Determining Factors :
Harmony and Peace are the 2 prime ingredients which ensure subsistence of a healthy marital relationship. It is an
undeniable fact that the ability to ensure these 2 elements is a function of multiple factors. Primary amongst them
are:
1. the emotional maturity of individual(s)
2. clear understanding of marriage as an inter-dependent relationship
3. sense of responsibility and level of tolerance
4. mutual respect as a natural outcome of humane qualities
5. regional differences including cultural background and customs & traditions
6. socio-economic factors such as prevalent practices to earn livelihood
7. educational background
8. level of aspirations, especially with respect to lifestyle, life, money, career and societal standing
9. integrity and value systems which get determined through the environmental factors prevalent during
upbringing
10. mutual feeling of trust and faith that spouses repose in each other
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Chapter – 2
NRI Marriages – Issues and Ramifications
A. Issues at the root of NRI Marriages
1. Expectations from marriage : The reason why Overseas Indians prefer to marry a Resident Indian differ
from the reasons a Resident Indian would marry an NRI. These reasons are a direct function of the
expectations one spouse has from the other.
a) For many Overseas Indians, marriage is a means to stay connected to their roots. They hold a strong
desire to instill the set of Indian values in their children that they themselves grew up with.
b) For many resident Indians, marrying a NRI is the easiest route for immigrating to foreign shores. It is also
foreseen as an assurance for a comfortable and lavish lifestyle abroad.
2. Language : Even though English is the international language, it is not the official language in many
countries. Even in countries where English is the official language, the day-to-day communication requires a
familiarization with the regional dialects and colloquial phrases. Learning a new language takes a significant
amount of time, effort and practice, while familiarizing oneself with variants of a known language (like
English) does not involve as much time and effort. Language therefore becomes a barrier unless the
emigrating spouse is already well-versed with same or willing to learn the same.
3. Cultural differences not anticipated before marriage : Many resident Indians find it extremely difficult to
adapt to the foreign culture of the country where overseas spouse resides. This culture shock directly stems
from the unfamiliar environment and an inability to cope with the abrupt change.
4. Employment Restrictions : Some countries impose employment restrictions on spouses of overseas Indians
who are on work / student visa. In USA for example, NRI spouses on H4 or F2 visa are prohibited from ANY
employment. In such a situation, spouses who were employed in India before emigrating find themselves
unable to gainfully utilize their education and skills. This causes enormous frustration in them which at times
leads to added friction in the marriage.
5. Complete Dependency on spouse : According to Immigration Laws in USA, H4 dependant-visa holders are
not eligible for a social security number. Without this number, the individual faces tremendous difficulties in
opening a bank account or to secure a driver’s licence and cannot be gainfully employed either. This renders
the H4 visa holder spouse completely dependent on the overseas Indian spouse. Incidentally, this
dependency ranges from the most basic to higher needs of an individual, which in turn induces tremendous
frustration and loss of self-esteem in the dependent spouse.
6. Delay in securing Visa : It takes considerable amount of time after marriage to complete paper work for
obtaining spousal visa. At times this results in frustration to the spouse residing in India who may start
suspecting foul play when actually there is none. Similarly inability to visit India due to visa issues may also
trigger homesickness and frustration.
7. Lack of social support system & Absence of Joint Family system : Some foreign countries have a sizeable
number of Indian expatriates and have basic social infrastructure, most places do not. Even, where it does
exist, it is seldom comparable with the strong social ties prevalent within India. The lack of a social support
system further exacerbates the issues between the spouses and leads to a rapid deterioration of the
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relationship. Also the fact that Nuclear families are devoid and deprived of the counseling, help and support
that Elders and siblings in a family accord. Absence of this cushion deprives many a petty squabbles from
dying down and instead flares them into future grounds for marriages falling apart.
8. Unfulfilled expectations : One of the misconceptions about Indians living in foreign countries is that they
are able to earn enormous amounts of money, relatively easily. Those who have lived in foreign lands realize
that this is not the case at all. It would be worthwhile to acknowledge the universal truth that material things
are never free, nor can they be acquired with ease. Such a misconception actually becomes a form of social
pressure to achieve / expect the improbable. Not all of their expectations are fulfilled and they discover, for
the first time, the challenges of living abroad.
9. Homesickness : Separation from friends and family while travelling to foreign shores can be difficult to deal
with, depending on individual personalities. It is a well-documented fact that such a transition imposes a
psychological stress. Especially with women, those who are enterprising might find things to keep
themselves occupied with and learn new things. While those who cannot find anything that interests their
minds might feel life in a different country to be very unexciting and constraining.

B. Troubled NRI Marriages – Major Fallouts
NRI marriages face tremendous pressure because of the unique challenges faced by the young couple in an alien
country. Most relationships are able to survive this strain but some marriages do collapse under stress leading to
unfortunate consequences :
1. Ineffective Counsellors add to woes : Though marital counseling is available and encouraged in most
western nations, its effectiveness for Indian couples is greatly diminished because of lack of knowledge of
foreign counsellors about Indian culture and its value systems. In such a scenario counseling proves
ineffective thereby paving way for more troubled marriages to head for divorce.
2. Divorce : In cases where spouses are unable to make their relationship work, the most commonly sought
remedy is an application for divorce. Though divorce should be used only as a last resort when all attempts
for reconciliation have been exhausted, unfortunately, in some cases, it is in the best interest of both the
individuals to separate gracefully, rather than live a life of constant conflict. At this juncture it would be
worthwhile to mention that the western judicial system recognizes that it is futile to force two unwilling
adults to stay together in a marriage. Such laws are also mature enough to protect the interests of both the
spouses.
3. Child Custody : Children are the worst sufferers in a broken marriage. In many a cases they become easy
pawns in the hands of one of the spouses. In case of NRI marriages, there have been several instances where
one of the spouse was found to have abducted the child(ren) to India. Under such circumstances, the issue
becomes even more complicated since the child custody battle ensues in 2 countries and under 2 different
set of laws. Such child abduction cases many a times are in gross violation of the orders of the local court in
the foreign land.
4. Jurisdiction : In many cases women do approach the attorneys and NGOs in the foreign country; then
depending on their convenience they jump jurisdictions and flee to India under one pretext or another
putting the other party at inconvenience. It is highly relevant to mention at this juncture that NRI men find it
immensely difficult to fight cases in Indian courts as they have their sources of livelihood in foreign countries.
Therefore, due to employment related compulsions in foreign land they are unable to take permission for a
long duration of absence from work. Whereas women who are unemployed do not have such restrictive
circumstances. NGOs on their part lack the maturity to address such issues.
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5. False Cases under Foreign Laws : Resorting to false allegations and making frivolous charges under foreign
laws (for example, VAWA) are not an uncommon sight anymore. The erring spouse resorts to such measures
primarily to secure immigration benefits and to seek child custody, though the underlying intent to achieve
such objectives could be more devious in nature.
6. False Cases under Indian Laws : Rampant misuse of Gender-biased Indian Laws is the most common
remedy that an erring spouse resorts to. Since these laws are not intended to protect the interest of
husbands, the wives are the only misusers of such privileges. It is infact pretty easy to fabricate charges and
make false allegations against the husband and his family. The implementation procedure for these laws is
such that investigating authorities move with a presumption that the complainant is always right and the
husband and his family are invariably always the wrongdoers. Such a blatant presumption only creates havoc
in the lives of innocent husbands and their families, who are arrested, jailed and deprived of a life with
dignity thereafter. Such gender-biased laws give additional leverage to the erring spouse to paint a picture
of innocence for themselves while realising fully well that they are playing with the lives of innocents in the
process.
7. Malafide Intention and Ulterior Motives : More and more gullible NRIs are falling prey to the devious
designs of resident Indians who marry with specific intent to achieve their own personal objectives even at
the cost of jeopardising the life of the NRI. Such malicious intent comes to the fore when the unscrupulous
Resident Indian realises failure in achieving the desired objectives. Deliberately masterminded tantrums
stretching as far as connivance with one’s paramour are resorted to in an attempt to pressurise and bully the
NRI. Such instances spark further criminal acts which end up casting far reaching ramifications on the socioeconomic, political, regional and policy matters of the involved nations.
8. Effect on India’s global image : Specific trends in social behaviour of nationals from a particular country
determines the governing policies of the foreign country towards that nation. The magnitude of fallout of
NRI marriages is so enormous that it has begun to affect the public image of India in the world as even the
foreign governments, notably the United States, have started taking note of this malpractice and have issued
advisories on their official websites http://travel.state.gov/travel/cis_pa_tw/cis/cis_1139.html. The Canadian
Govt. has issued similar advisories. [Annexure 1]
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Chapter – 3
Fraudulent NRI Marriages

A. Broken Marriages & Fraudulent Marriages
•

All broken marriages are NOT fraudulent marriages.

•

Inability of spouses to cope with mutual differences as well as an inability to come to terms with the cultural
differences prevalent in a foreign land cannot be reasons to classify a marriage as fraudulent.

B. Fraudulent Marriages – Major Reasons
1. Concealment of material facts - marital status, education, age, medical / health conditions
2. To seek easy immigration to foreign shores for self and family (parents and siblings)
3. Fulfilling academic ambitions of acquiring a foreign degree
4. Leading a lavish lifestyle marked with extravagance
5. Flaunting an NRI status in community
6. To draw from the source(s) of funds made available through overseas Indian spouse’s income
7. To gain an entry into foreign lands to reunite with their paramours
8. Extort money by filing false and frivolous charges / cases
9. To seek hefty alimony by resorting to divorce thereby facilitating easy money for a lavish lifestyle

C. Special Privileges provide leverage for committing Fraud
1. Assumptions : Indian Laws provide special privileges to married women under certain specific set of
circumstances. The intent and purpose behind promulgation of such laws was to provide protection to
women from dowry related harassment or atrocities. Therefore, during promulgation it was ASSUMED that
women would resort to redressal under such privileges when those genuine set of circumstances would
prevail. Unarguably, the Law Makers had reposed immense TRUST in the Citizenry and State Investigation
Agencies, who respectively allege and investigate cases under such statutes.
2. Fallacy : Unfortunately, the aforementioned Assumption proved to be a FALLACY for it has already achieved
a far reaching DEVASTATING IMPACT on a large section of Innocent Indian population, who have been
falsely accused, implicated, tormented, tortured, and harassed in the name of meting out Justice to women
through such biased privileges.
3. Violation of Human Rights : False implication and thereby resorting to illegal detention under such laws is a
gross violation of Human Rights. It is needless to highlight that most of such gender-biased laws give a
sweeping privilege whereby any person on whom the finger is pointed could be falsely implicated without
any due application of mind by the Complainant(s) or due diligence by the Investigating Agencies.
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Prevalence of corruption is one major factor which makes it rather easy for such privileges to be misused.
[Annexure 2]
4. Loss of Dignity : Besides gross violation of their Human Rights, false implications have created havoc in the
lives of Innocent Indian Citizens who lose their Dignity, Source of Livelihood, Earnings, Property, and most of
all Peace of mind.
5. Modus Operandi:
a) Gender-biased laws provide necessary leverage and offer ample encouragement to unscrupulous
people to file false and frivolous charges against innocents. Such Misusers of Law paint their innocent
spouse as fraudsters whereas in reality they themselves have malicious intent of duping these
innocents.
b) Innocent, gullible spouses who have all along been law abiding citizens generally succumb to such
shocking intimidating acts, thus eventually giving in to the pressure tactics of their devious minded
spouses. Out of court settlements are resorted to in such cases where the groom and his family are
fleeced and duped of their lawful earnings and property. Interestingly, such intimidating measures
gather legitimacy through existing gender-biased laws, for the law presumes all women to be victims
only thereby presuming all men as perpetrators of crime.
c) Besides extortion, most of the Complainant(s) under such biased laws resort to their rampant misuse so
as to settle scores with their life partner and his extended family. There are ample cases wherein
Complainant(s) have resorted to such misuse as an escape route for themselves, especially when they
see the Law of the Land tightening it’s noose around their neck. Ulterior motives, malafide intentions
and oblique objectives when exposed, make the Misusers of Law scurry for cover under such genderbiased privileges.
6. NRIs more Vulnerable : Misuse of gender-biased laws gains more prevalence in cases where the groom is an
NRI or has overseas connections. NRIs are presumed to be flush with money whilst marriage with an NRI
provides the easiest and fastest means to immigrate to foreign shores. These 2 general perceptions
unfortunately makes NRIs more vulnerable to fraudulent marriages. There are ample evidences to show
that NRI grooms are invariably forced to pay outrageous amounts when it comes to putting an end to such
fraudulent knots.
a) Women who resort to false charges under Section 498A of Indian Penal Code do so to force a quick and
favourable settlement as well as assured custody of the child.
b) The erring spouse may also level false accusations of domestic violence and abandonment in foreign
countries so as to allow for a plea for asylum and hence immigration benefits.
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Chapter – 4
Gender Biased Laws - Statistics
Statistics
1. Cases registered in 10 years (1995 – 2005) under one of the most abused gender-biased laws – Section 498A of
Indian Penal Code.

Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Cases
under
Section
498A IPC

28579

35246

36592

41375

43823

45778

49170

49237

50703

58121

58319

Source: Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

2. Data on Persons Convicted and Acquitted for 3 years (2003 – 2005) under Section 498A of IPC :
Conviction

No. of Persons whose

Year

2005
2004
2003

Total No. of
Persons
under Trial
Including
those from
previous
year

Cases
Compounded or
Withdrawn

573881
537137
500166

13447
13717
11229

Trial
Completed

74496
71192
70167

Trial
Remained
Pending

485938
452228
418770

No. of
Persons
Convicted

14583
14706
12558

Percentage of Persons

whose Trial
remained
Pending

Convicted To
Trials
Completed

84.7
84.2
83.7

19.6
20.7
17.9

Source: Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India.

3. Besides growing misuse of laws, the consistent increase in registered cases also indicates the failure of Policy
Makers to identify the root cause(s) of such social evils.
4. A consistent upward swing clearly shows that the laws have miserably failed in their intent and purpose. The real
solution lies in empowerment through education and not through legislations.
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Chapter – 5
Gender Biased Laws - Impact
A. Misuse of Law creates new Crime & Criminals
DANGEROUS socio-behavioral patterns are fast emerging through misuse of gender-biased laws, more so in cases
where innocent NRI men and their families are falsely implicated. The reasons for misuse of law in such cases are
quite unusual and bizarre. Nonetheless, at the root of this debacle are married Indian women and their
Instigators, who do not hesitate in misusing Laws thereby persecuting innocent husbands and in-laws.
•

There are several cases where women have filed false dowry harassment charges to facilitate claiming huge
sums of money (Extortion) from NRI men and their families. [Annexure 3]

•

Several cases where women marry NRI men to facilitate immigration for herself, her parents and/or siblings.
[Annexure 4]

•

Several instances where NRI men are harassed by their wives and forced into transferring large sums of
their earnings thereby supporting her family in India. [Annexure 5]

•

Women opt for marriages with NRI men to fulfill their own academic ambitions of earning a foreign degree
(all expenses borne by NRI husband). [Annexure 6]

•

Gullible NRI men are duped by women who fake marriages so as to secure visa effortlessly. [Annexure 7]

•

Living an extravagant lifestyle is one of the primary reasons why many women prefer to marry NRI men.
[Annexure 8]

•

Women file false dowry harassment charges to seek an early divorce from NRI husband so as to settle down
on her own or with her paramour. [Annexure 9]

•

False charges of harassment are filed to secure custody of children. [Annexure 10]

•

False charges are leveled in cases where material facts were concealed by the bride and her family before
marriage. The groom is falsely charged when he (or his family) unearth such facts or realise that they have
been duped or cheated by the bride and her family. [Annexure 11]

B. Impact of Gender Biased Laws on NRIs
1. Passport and Visa Issues
a) Revocation of Passport : There have been several instances where despite the matter being subjudice,
the Ministry of External Affairs has issued orders to impound / cancel / revoke the passport of the falsely
accused NRIs. It is needless to emphasize that such drastic measures only lead to persecution of
innocents. Placing undue restrictions on their movement not only jeopardizes their employment status
in the foreign country but also prevents them from defending themselves in the Indian courts.
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b) Renewal of Passports : Passport Renewal form makes it mandatory for all individuals to disclose if any
criminal charges are pending against them. This stipulation works adversely for NRIs facing false charges
under gender-biased laws in as much as they face grave difficulties in getting their passports renewed.
c) Interpol Red Corner Notices (IRCN) : Indian Law enforcement agencies secure Red Corner Notices
through Interpol, against falsely accused NRIs, thereby seeking to initiate the process of extradition
against them. Such IRCN are issued without even verifying the veracity of complaint thus mindlessly and
unjustifiably equating such innocent NRIs with dreaded criminals like Dawood Ibrahim and Abu Salem.
This malfeasance on the part of Law enforcement agencies causes irreparable damage to the falsely
accused NRIs which ultimately translates into harassment, loss of reputation, loss of employment, loss of
legal / visa status in the foreign country. After facing such persecution due to a false complaint, an
acquittal cannot compensate for the ignominy faced by these NRIs during the trial.
d) Work Visa renewal problems : It becomes immensely difficult to get the work visa renewed once the
Interpol Red Corner Notice is issued. In effect, a false complaint under gender-biased laws demolishes
the career of bright and successful young men negating not only their years of hard work but also the
good will created in a foreign land by these ambassadors of our country. Under such circumstances, the
innocent NRIs are hard put to explain the rampant misuse of such gender-biased laws to the consulate
officials and to convince them that the Interpol Red Corner Notice has been issued on grounds of a false
criminal case.
e) Problems obtaining Permanent Residency or foreign country citizenship : Since Indian gender biased
laws are ‘criminal’ in nature it causes problems in innocent NRIs in obtaining Permanent Residency or
foreign citizenship (most foreign countries require disclosure of any criminal cases against a person, in
which he/she has been cited or chargesheeted. This has a negative impact on the application for
Permanent Residency or Citizenship and it has to be reported even if the courts have acquitted the
person of any wrong doing)
2. Family Issues
a) Alienation of NRIs : To cite an instance, all complaints under Section 498A of IPC (a gender-biased law)
are cognizable in nature, i.e., the accused can be arrested and jailed without warrant or investigation.
Thus any false charge too would make the arrest imminent. In such a scenario, any innocent NRI who has
worked hard and lived with integrity thereby acquiring a good honorable reputation for self would
obviously stand ruined if arrested without any rhyme or reason and that too at the behest of some
unscrupulous people who have filed false charges against him / her.
This fear of being arrested looms large on NRIs if they attempt to visit India to prove their innocence. The
dilemma is obvious since they stand to lose more if restrictions are placed on their movements. Any such
restriction would cast an adverse impact on their professional and personal lives. Loss of livelihood, loss
of legal and visa status in foreign country and most of all loss of reputation are certain losses, which can
never be repaired or compensated.
b) Cognizable nature of gender-biased laws further prevents falsely accused NRIs from proving their
innocence by visiting India without any fears of arrest. It is needless to emphasize that any unjustified
arrest leads to defamation and irreversible losses for a citizen thereby violating their Human Rights,
especially the Right to Live with Dignity.
c) Child Custody : Fighting the child custody case from abroad is wrought with immense difficulties,
especially for NRI men. There are several cases where the children of the NRI men have been abducted
and kidnapped to India by their wives. Such men are generally slapped with a false charge under
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gender-biased laws (especially section 498A of IPC) when they decide to put up a fight for child custody
rights.
d) Divorce Issues : Marital discord in many a cases leads to divorce proceedings too. There are numerous
instances where false charges under gender-biased laws, such as section 498A of IPC have been leveled
only because the husband initiated the divorce proceedings. Such falsities are resorted to only so as to
create undue pressure and coerce the NRI men and their families to meet unreasonable, unjustified
demands of the wives.
e) Harassment of NRI’s family in India : Alienation of NRIs as enumerated above renders their families and
relatives highly vulnerable to the whims and fancies of Indian Law enforcement agencies, wherein the
Indian Police has time and again been widely accused of rampant corruption and malpractices as is
evident through several media reports and studies conducted by International Research Agencies.[refer
to Annexure 2]

3. Employment issues
a) Harassment at workplace : In most of the cases where NRI men are falsely accused, it has been found
that the wife, her relatives and/or her lawyer in India malign the reputation of the falsely accused NRI at
his workplace (by phone calling, sending emails to employer and other peer employees, sending court
papers by registered post at work place enumerating accusations). Such malpractices and uncalled for
conduct ultimately leads to loss of livelihood as well as defamation of the falsely accused NRI men.
[Annexure 12]

b) Visa Issues : In cases, where the employee is based in an overseas office of an Indian corporation or its
client, the loss of employment forces the innocent NRI to abandon his primary source of living, career
and social standing abroad.
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Chapter – 6
Suggestions & Recommendations
(NRI Marriages)
Providing a solution to NRI marriages is not easy. One needs to understand the educational, social and psychological
background of the spouses involved. An understanding of the mechanics and dynamics of divorce proceedings in the
foreign country is also very vital.
1. Counsellors with knowledge about Indian Values & Culture : Having neutral Indian marriage counsellors to
help resolve marital conflicts would go a long way in strengthening NRI marriages.
2. Increase Awareness of citizens emigrating to foreign lands : Government should make requisite efforts so as to
help citizens set realistic expectations of life abroad.
3. Permission to return to place of employment abroad : It is suggested that unless it is an alleged case of suicide
or death, there should not be any restrictions on the movement of the NRI. Also, the NRIs should be allowed to
return to their place of employment abroad, and should not be detained as long as the trial is pending. This
would help minimise hardships as also save any loss of livelihood for the NRI’s family, thereby preventing such
loss from translating into a burden on the society at large.
4. No revocation/ impounding of Passport / No Lookout Cards / No Interpol Red Corner Notices : It would be in
the interest of justice if some distinction is maintained between family matters and matters which pose a serious
threat to the security and territorial integrity of the country. NRIs are not dreaded criminals, neither do family
related issues qualify to become acts of grave criminal intent unless there is suicide or death involved. To facilitate
this distinction, as also to avoid placing undue restrictions on the movement of falsely accused NRIs it is
suggested that the passports of NRIs should not be impounded or revoked, and no Lookout Cards or Interpol Red
Corner Notices be issued against them, unless they are found guilty by a court of Law.
5. Expeditious investigation and trial : A time bound trial should be made a statutory requirement. It is needless to
reiterate that the said measure would be beneficial to all and would also help uphold the faith of citizens in the
Law creating and Law enforcing agencies of India.
6. No arrest of NRI’s family : Interpol Red Corner Notices and Lookout Cards are issued against NRIs and their family
members without even verifying the veracity of complaints. Thus even false charges lead to issue of LOC / Red
Corner Notices. It is suggested that NRIs and their family members should not be arrested unless the alleged
charges are for causing suicide or death.
7. Assistance in Legal representation : Enormous hardships, cost and time are involved in expediting cases
involving NRIs. It is suggested that facilities for video-conferencing be made available in Consulates and other
authorized overseas offices of Government of India so as to facilitate appearance in Indian Courts. The Supreme
Court of India in State of Maharashtra v/s. Dr. Praful Desai and others had said that even in criminal matters
evidence can be by way of electronic records, which would include video-conferencing. Such a facility, if
provided, would go a long way in easing the hardships faced by the NRIs in legal matters.
8. Child custody : Fighting child custody cases under laws of 2 different countries complicates the issue on hand
because jurisdictional issues. In such cases, laws should ensure and take into account the best interest of the
child.
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9. Affidavits from Spouses : Medical reports and affidavits under penalty of perjury from both the spouses should
be exchanged and registered. This will go a long way in preventing marital fraud.
10. Compulsory Registration of Marriages and list of Gifts exchanged : Gifts given to the bride and the groom
during the course of marriage should be compulsorily registered along with the registration of marriage.
11. Mandatory prenuptial agreement : A prenuptial agreement is in the best interest of both spouses as it protects
both the spouses in case of marital fraud. The registration of a prenuptial agreement should be made mandatory.
12. Common Sense approach to weed out false cases : If any case of harassment or dowry is registered in India by
wife of NRI husband then courts must also find out if any such case(s) are registered in the foreign country
against the NRI husband too. If any such case is not registered in the foreign country, this is one of the best
indicators that the cases (498a and DV) are false.
13. Stringent punishment for Abusers of law : The punishment for misusing this strict law should be equally
stringent. Once a complaint has been found to be false, severe penalties should be imposed to discourage misuse
of this law.
14. No Arrests unless absolutely necessary - An arrest on a criminal charge has grave consequences - social, mental
and financial, for the individual. Unless there is irrefutable evidence to suggest physical torture, no arrests should
be made. Also, senior citizens, minors (children below the age of 18), pregnant women and people requiring
medical attention should be excluded from arrests. The final decision in this regard should be taken by an
Authority not less than the Superintendent of Police of the District who too should have general instructions to
apply his mind judiciously in each individual case on its merits and then pass suitable order(s) in writing.
15. Gender-biased Laws : should be made bailable and compoundable, as also recommended by ‘The Malimath
Committee Report’ on Reforms of Criminal Justice System, 2003 (Refer Para 16.4 of the Report).
16. Gender Neutrality : All laws should endeavor to punish the guilty and protect the innocent, irrespective of the
gender. The laws should be made gender neutral to protect the interests of any innocent, be it a man or a
woman. The gender specific words like “husband” and “wife” should be replaced by gender-neutral words like
“spouse”in all gender-biased laws.
a) The paradigm of male being a perpetrator and female being a victim doesn’t allow a response that does not
fit the paradigm. Defining the problem is the first step.
b) In keeping with the rapid changes in society, acceptance that no one, regardless of gender, deserves to be
abused should be the standard together with equal treatment for those with like circumstances, irrespective
of gender.
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Chapter – 7
Abandoned Brides
An issue with wide ramifications
On numerous occasions, the Ministry of Women & Child Development, Chairperson of National Commission for
Women as well as the Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs have cited data on number of Indian Women deserted by
their NRI husbands. [Annexure 13]
1. The aforementioned sources have termed these women Abandoned Brides.
2. The quoted data has specific relevance to NRI marriages only.
3. Other countries have taken cognizance of the said issue and have begun stipulating combat strategies
through their new policies towards Indian Nationals. Undoubtedly, such policies would have drastic, far
reaching impact on the lives and lifestyle of Indian Nationals residing abroad.
[Annexure 14]
Given such facts, it would be worthwhile to take a deeper look into the said malady, which needs to be addressed
through an appropriate remedy. It would be pertinent at this juncture to look at statistics and the various reasons that
have culminated in giving effect to this phenomenal trend.

Statistics – from various sources
1. Data quoted by WCD Ministry & NCW : There are 30,000 Abandoned Brides as per data quoted by Ministry
of Women & Child Development, out of which about 15,000 are allegedly from the Doaba region of Punjab.
[Annexure 13]
2. Data quoted on the floor of Parliament :
a) Lok Sabha [03-August-2005] : The Minister of Overseas Indian Affairs (MOIA) in response to Starred
Question no.160 regarding number of Abandoned Brides had stated, “one case each from West Bengal,
Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Rajasthan; two cases each from Haryana, Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh
and Punjab, and six cases from Delhi have been brought to the notice of the government”.
Thus, only 18 complaints of abandoned brides were received by MOIA till the year 2005. [Annexure 15]
b) Lok Sabha [14-March-2007] : The Minister of Overseas Indian Affairs, Mr. Vayalar Ravi, in response to
Unstarred Question no.2104 regarding number of Abandoned Brides had stated, “such data is not
maintained, however, the Ministry has received about 100 complaints from women victims of NRI
marriages”. [Annexure 16A & 16B]
c) Lok Sabha [23-March-2005] : The Minister of Overseas Indian Affairs was asked through Starred
Question no.297 as to “whether an alleged marriage racket functioning to allow entry into Britain had
been unearthed recently”. The Minister stated in response, “Yes, Sir as per a media report, 20 bogus
Indian brides, 3 husbands and a genuinely married couple of fake wedding fixers have been convicted
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and sentenced to total of 35 years for running a lucrative marriage business between Indians seeking
entry into the UK and British passport holders of Indian origin. The report also mentioned that some of
the fake weddings took place in Britain, while others occurred in India over a 3-year period starting in
2000”. [Annexure 17]

Comments on Statistics
1. The figure of 30,000 abandoned brides as quoted by Ministry of Women & Child Development and National
Commission for Women is unsubstantiated. Neither the National Crimes Record Bureau (NCRB) nor the
Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs (MOIA) have records which would substantiate such widely quoted claims.
2. There is a wide gap between the number of cases cited by Ministry of WCD and the Ministry of Overseas
Indian Affairs.
3. Mere receipt of complaints cannot be construed as true picture of the problem. Unless an investigation is
completed in each case individually wherein the version of the other spouse is also accounted for, it would
not be appropriate to classify any of these complaints as a case of abandonment.
4. 15,000 abandoned brides are reportedly from Doaba region of Punjab, as per Statistics quoted by Ministry of
WCD and NCW. Such figures in themselves are startling enough since even a city like Delhi which is said to
have a high rate of crime against women is not reporting such a menacing situation on desertion after
marriage. This clearly calls for a deeper probe into the socio-economic situation prevalent in Doaba
region of Punjab.
5. If receipt of mere complaints is reason enough to repose belief in them, then it would be relevant to
mention at this juncture that a large number of complaints have been received by Rakshak from NRI men
victims of fraudulent marriages, who claim to have been deceived by their wives and her parental family due
to varied reasons.
a) Majority of cited reasons include concealment about the wife’s mental and physical health, her
educational and marital status prior to marriage.
b) There are numerous cases where the NRI husbands have complained of fraudulent marriages wherein
the sole purpose of the bride and her family was to attain immigration to the foreign country where NRI
spouse resides. [Refer Chapter 9]
c) Many NRI men are deserted by their wives because of the culture shock they are exposed to after
emigrating from rural or semi-urban regions and the inability of these women to adjust to western
mores.
d) Many NRI men have claimed desertion by their wives due to visa and employment rules / restrictions in
countries like USA and Canada.
e) Similarly, many NRI men have complained of child abduction by their estranged wives who deserted
them over adjustment issues.
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Chapter – 8
Abandonment
(with reference to specific Indian states)
As enumerated in Chapter 3 there are various reasons why Resident Indians prefer to marry a NRI. Chief amongst
them are immigration to foreign shores, extortion of money, leading a lavish lifestyle, flaunting an NRI status, etc.
Apart from the said reasons, it would be prudent to take a deeper look into the specific regions of India wherefrom
cases of abandonment are being reported in large numbers.
DOABA region in Punjab
•

Ministry of WCD is quoting a startling figure of 15000 abandoned brides from Doaba region alone, which is
about 50% of the total alleged cases (30,000). Punjab therefore leads the pack of all states wherefrom cases
of abandoned brides are being allegedly reported.

•

This certainly calls for a deeper probe to gain a better insight into the issues which are working as triggers to
orchestrate such high figures of abandonment. Understanding socio-cultural, economic and political factors
prevalent in Doaba is crucial to devising appropriate remedy for the issue of abandonment.

Hyderabad in Andhra Pradesh
•

Hyderabad allegedly ranks second to the Doaba region of Punjab in the number of NRI abandoned brides.
The common thread binding these two evidently diverse geographical and cultural regions is the
irrepressible urge to leave Indian shores or to become an NRI.

•

While the traffic from the Doaba is more of the nature of unskilled labour largely opting for resettlement in
the UK or Canada, most applicants from the IT hub of India are the highly skilled IT professionals hankering
for the promising US shores. This distinction however does not affect their willingness to commit visa fraud
in order to gain means to their end.

Facts
1. Doaba leads in Migration : Of the 3.18 lakh persons who travel abroad per year from the state of Punjab, 75
per cent are from the Doaba region alone (Jalandhar, Nawanshahr and Ludhiana). By all standards this is
certainly an amazing fact, and speaks volumes about the psyche of populace in this region. [Annexure 18]
2. Immigration racket in Punjab : Punjab’s flourishing immigration racket reflects a deeper socio-economic
phenomenon where people are willing to cross multiple borders, hide in ships as stowaways, impersonate,
apply for asylum or exhaust an entire life’s savings to get a passage abroad. Every major immigration and
human trafficking scandal, like the Malta boat tragedy, the Daler Mehndi case, the ICCR case and now the MP
immigration scam, exposes the lengths to which the enterprising Punjabi can go to leave Indian shores.
[Annexure 19]
3. Data quoted by Punjab Police : [Annexure 19]
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Year 2005

: 594 cases registered, 655 travel agents arrested.

Year 2006

: 751 cases filed, 755 travel agents booked.

Year 2007 (Jan - March)

: 159 cases registered and 57 travel agents arrested.

4. Agriculture - no more remunerative : There are several studies to believe that the famous food bowl of India
has little charm for the new generation of farmers in Punjab. This in turn has triggered the spate of
migrations happening from the state.
As one such Food Policy Analyst says, “Punjab’s underbelly was gradually caving in. Agriculture had turned
not only unremunerative but also highly unsustainable. Intensive farming had led to the collapse of Green
Revolution. Farmers were pumping in more chemical inputs to maintain their crop harvests. Over the years
indebtedness began growing to phenomenal levels. A recent Punjab Agricultural University shows as
many as 89 per cent of Punjab farm households are reeling under debt. The per farm family debt today
stands at a staggering Rs. 1,78,934. In other words, for every hectare of land holding, the outstanding debt is
Rs 50,140”.
He further goes on to say, “Still worse – tractors -- the symbol of prosperity have now turned into a symbol
of suicides. Tractor owners are more heavily indebted with the average outstanding exceeding Rs 2 lakh.
Marginal and small farmers owning tractors are still worse off. With the input prices climbing year after year
and the output prices remaining static, Punjab farmers became a victim of the same economic policies that
projected them as country’s heroes. No wonder, the average income of a Punjab farm family hovers around Rs
3,000 a month.”
“Over the years, intensive farming practices have pushed farmers deeper into debt. High-chemical input
based technology has already mined the soils and ultimately led to the lands gasping for breath, with the
water-guzzling crops (hybrids and Bt cotton) sucking the groundwater acquifer dry, and with the failure of
the markets to rescue the farmers from a collapse of the farming systems, the tragedy is that the human cost
is entirely being borne by the farmers. In Punjab, of the 138 development blocks, 108 have already been
declared dark zones, the level of groundwater exploitation in these blocks has been in excess of 98 per cent
against the critical limit of 80 per cent. The resulting destruction wrought on the natural resource base – soil
health deteriorating, water table plummeting and pesticides contaminating the environment – agriculture
has turned into a losing proposition. More and more Punjab farmers therefore began to abandon
agriculture. With no job opportunities coming in handy, escape from Punjab became a viable
alternative.” [Annexure 20]
5. Migration - an obsession : Migration to foreign shores is an obsession with the population in Doaba.
Despite all difficulties and risks inherent in illegal means of migration, the craze for west remains steadfast
amongst the populace in Doaba.
[Annexure 21]
6. Abandonment – not a deterrent to Migration : Marriage to an NRI offers the easiest and fastest means to
immigrate to other countries. In their craze to go west, many people have been duped and abandoned by
their NRI spouses, simply because the duped spouse failed to act with due diligence. Interestingly, despite
such cases of abandonment, migration from Doaba or for that matter from other regions of India has not
shown any decline. Natives from Punjab continue to migrate to West, especially Canada, UK, Middle-east,
USA, etc.
7. H1-B visa fraud : Media reports say that Hyderabad and Bangalore are centers of H1B visa fraud. It is no
coincidence that both the regions with large immigrant populations and a mindset that the ends justify the
means are also the regions with allegedly the largest numbers of NRI abandoned brides. While undoubtedly
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some of these will truly be cases of desertion, a large number will also be cases of fraudulent marriages with
misrepresentation in order to attain NRI status, or marriages in a flux due to delayed or cancelled visa
processing and contract marriages entered into expressly for the purpose of attaining NRI status. [Annexure
22]
Extracts from Studies on Migration
1. History of Migration :
th

a) “The immigration from Punjab had taken place in the 19 century to countries like England, America,
Canada, Kenya and Malaysia. Since then immigration continued in different phases. The sixties, saw
substantial immigration. People from Doaba (Jalandhar, Kapurthala, Nawanshahar and Hoshiarpur)
constitute bulk of immigration. Largest centers of Punjabi immigration are England, Germany, Belgium,
Toronto and Vancouver in Canada, New York and California, USA. In recent years many Punjabis have
gone to Australia and Dubai as well. Punjabis are unique NRIs who cherish the memory of their
motherland and remain always attached.” [Ref : http://www.acsir.org/ppd.pdf ]
b) “Overseas Punjabis are now an established migrant community whose migration roots can be traced
back nearly 150 years. Punjabi migration to various overseas locations in Southeast and East Asia,
Australia, Africa, Europe and North America reflected the changing socioeconomic conditions in the
Punjab (creating supply side ‘push’ factors) and the changing structure of employment opportunities
abroad (generating demand side ‘pull’ factors). Unlike overseas migration from other parts of India,
Punjabi migration really commenced during the final quarter of the 19th century and was very much a
product of the strategic and influential position which Punjab acquired within the British Empire. This
influence manifested itself in growing military recruitment and increased investment in agriculture
leading to substantial growth in agricultural export revenues.
[Ref : http://www.india-seminar.com/2006/567/567_shinder_s_thandi.htm ]
2. Illegal immigration (UK) : “The British Government has expressed serious concern over large scale illegal
immigration of Punjabis to the UK. Punjab, along with Gujarat and Tamil Nadu, has been listed as one of the
most problematic states for the British government. According to an official estimate, about 1000-1200
people from Punjab try to sneak into UK illegally every year. The need of the hour is to discuss over the
matter and deliberate on ways to check illegal immigration from Punjab.” [Ref :
http://www.acsir.org/ppd.pdf ]
3. Illegal immigration (Canada) : “An estimated 2,00,000 undocumented workers is said to live in Canada.
According to news reports, this year’s Annual Report will show that Canada accepted 2,36,000 immigrants in
2004. Of those, 57 per cent are economic immigrants, and 43 per cent are in the family class, including
refugees and others granted permanent residency on humanitarian grounds. Canada is on the track to
accept 2,45,000 immigrants in 2005.” [Ref : http://www.acsir.org/ppd.pdf ]
4. Marriage – for illegal immigration : “In the post-independent period, as favourable conditions returned,
the Doaba was again to emerge as the dominant region for sending migrants abroad, especially to UK and
North America. Soon after the first OPEC price hike of 1973-74, the Gulf region also became an attractive
destination for Punjabis and finally, the ending of the Cold War after 1989 opened up new land and sea
routes to Punjabi migrants, with many settling in Greece, Italy and Spain. Over time more districts and social
groups became entangled in the migration process. Thus the emergence and geographical spread of the
Punjabi transnational community was no accident – it very much reflected the changing requirements of the
British Empire during the colonial period and the shifting internal and external environments in the postindependence period. Not surprisingly then, it is in the Doaba region where we currently witness the most
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striking impact of transnational village practices, especially on economic and social development. Historical
experience and global exposure and visibility of migrant wealth continues to act as an important spur for
further migration from Punjab as Punjabis, especially the youth, are almost Intoxicated with desire to
migrate and make a life abroad. However, as immigration controls have tightened, a range of avenues, both
legal and illegal – such as sports and musical tours, cultural and religious visits and marriages – are being
explored
and
exploited
to
circumvent
them.”
[Ref
:
http://www.indiaseminar.com/2006/567/567_shinder_s_thandi.htm ]
5. Overseas Indians & Migration from Punjab : “The number of Indians overseas is estimated by the magazine
India Today at around 15 million with approximately 3 million each in Europe and North America. Within
India the regional sources of migration have been highly concentrated in a few states, namely Punjab,
Gujarat, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Goa. Particular migration patterns have also been linked to
particular regions; for example there are strong migratory networks connecting Punjab, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Gujarat, Goa, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu with Middle East countries. Similarly migrants to the UK
and Canada tend to come from Punjab and Gujarat; all the above states have contributed to migration to the
USA, Australia and West European countries (Madhavan 1985).”
“Although definitive numbers are impossible to secure, the state of Punjab is thought to be one of India’s
most significant out-migration regions and exhibits very close links to several countries of Punjabi settlement
overseas. During discussions in 1999 with NRI Sabha officials in Jalandhar, Punjab, one was told that possibly
five million Punjabis, documented and undocumented, were currently overseas. This represents almost
one third of the total estimated number of Indians overseas, for a state with less than two percent of
the total Indian population. This overrepresentation of Punjabis overseas becomes evident when traveling
through the state, where one is struck by not only the intimate geographical knowledge many locals have
with the sites of Punjabi settlement overseas, such as Vancouver in Canada, Southall and Wolverhampton in
the UK, and Yuba City in California, but also, especially in the winter months, the number of British, Canadian
and US citizens of Punjabi origin visiting family and friends in the region.”
“Such concentration results from sustained and long-term migration networks between Punjab and multiple
sites of settlement (Jensen 1988, Ballard 2000, Walton-Roberts 1998). The ongoing resilience of these
networks is confirmed by current immigration application data; for example eighty percent of applications
for family class immigration visas through the Canadian Embassy in Delhi emanate from Punjab and Haryana,
and British and Canadian immigration officials in Delhi commented that they cooperate closely on
immigration matters because of the similar regional immigration patterns the two countries have
experienced.5 Punjab certainly qualifies as a transnational space, one that has, over at least a century, been
subjected to intense international migration, creating a territory that continues to be at the centre of
multiple transnational networks linking migrants and their relatives back in Punjab.”
“Punjab, especially the Doaba region, has been a traditional site of international out-migration for over a
century. Initiated during the colonial period, a combination of declining land holdings and increasing options
through military and other paid employment, encouraged families to support the movement overseas of a
large number of young single men, with the initial intention of sojourning (Kessinger 1974; Fox 1985). The
networks resulting from these movements enabled information, people and money to circulate between
Punjab and overseas Punjabi settlements with significant consequences.”
“Punjab, and Doaba in particular, is a region fundamentally shaped by long-term and sustained global outmigrations. The intensity and scale of these movements has changed as opportunities fluctuate globally in
line with changing immigration policies. As immigration regimes have changed so has the nature and
magnitude of flows out of this region, but it needs to be stressed that any human migration must not be
interpreted as a one-time event. The whole point of using a transnational approach to understanding
migration is to emphasize the long-term effects of such movement, which, in conjunction with new
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technologies, accelerate and sustain the creation and recreation of multiple social and spatial outcomes over
time.”
“The ability of NRIs to display wealth and power through their material investments in the village indicates
success and increased status. Many of those who left in the 1960s and 1970s were relatively uneducated men
and their success abroad proves an immense incentive for young men and women in the villages of Doaba,
despite the fact that the economic conditions and labour market demands overseas have changed since the
1960s. The fact that many recent migrants face great hardship, especially if they are undocumented,
does not seem to deter young men and women inspired by the NRI wealth they observe directly in their
village. Young people find ways to go overseas by utilizing different migration options that are highly
gendered and carry with them a number of potential negative effects for the individuals concerned.” [Ref :
http://riim.metropolis.net/Virtual%20Library/2001/wp0115.pdf ]
6. Migration of Agricultural Labourers : “Over the last few years, large numbers of agricultural labourers have
been migrating abroad. Many of them have lived up to seven or eight years in countries like Libya and
Kuwait. In the process of migrating, these labourers have been exploited by middlemen and employers at
their final destinations. These labourers, mostly belonging to Scheduled Castes and Backward Castes, are
completely illiterate and take the help of professional recruiting agents to manage their trip abroad. They
take loans from local agriculturists, moneylenders and local shopkeepers at rates as high as 120 percent.
They are often paid the same wage that they would earn in Punjab and therefore are forced to return within
three years. There have, however, been a few cases where a labourer was able to pay back the loan that he
had taken. On the whole, migration abroad for better incomes has not really alleviated the conditions of
these highly oppressed sections, unlike in the case of the land-owning Jat peasants, who have been able to
enhance
their
economic
status
considerably
by
migrating
abroad.”
[Ref
:
http://data.undp.org.in/shdr/punjab/09-agriculture.pdf ]
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Chapter – 9
NRI Grooms
(cases where wives have duped NRI husbands)

In the absence of a gender-neutral National forum, it is understandable that statistics as well as information on cases
of Grooms duped by unscrupulous women would not be available with any of the Ministries of Government of India
and/or their adjuncts.
Rakshak has received numerous complaints from NRI husbands and their families, where duped NRI husbands have
raised their voices against malafide intentions and unscrupulous means of their wives. Listed below are a few real life
accounts of those men and their families, who have run from pillar to post, but to no avail, since Indian Laws and the
Investigating Agencies prefer to disbelieve complaints received from Men. Incidentally, there is no recourse to law for
men duped by women in fraud marriages.
Case 1

: Annexure 23A

Case 2

: Annexure 23B

Case 3

: Annexure 23C

Case 4

: Annexure 23D

Case 5

: Annexure 23E

Case 6

: Annexure 23F

Case 7

: Annexure 23G

Case 8

: Annexure 23H

Case 9

: Annexure 23I

Case 10

: Annexure 23J

Case 11

: Annexure 23K

Case 12

: Annexure 23L

Case 13

: Annexure 23M

Case 14

: Annexure 23N

Case 15

: Annexure 23O

Case 16

: Annexure 23P

Case 17

: Annexure 23Q

Case 18

: Annexure 23R

Case 19

: Annexure 23S
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Chapter – 10
Conclusions & Recommendations
1. NRIs by and large represent an entrepreneurial and hard working people who have succeeded in establishing
India on the world map. The assumption that they are deceitful, marry for money and dump their brides is both
inaccurate and slanderous.
2. As evident from the happenings in Doaba (Punjab) and Hyderabad, it is amply clear that an OBSESSION to
MIGRATE to foreign shores is one of the major root-causes for the phenomenon of abandonment.
Abandonment has nothing to do with a specific gender. As evident from numerous cases cited earlier it is clear
that wives abandon their husbands as well.
3. Obsession to Migrate to foreign shores has allowed many unfair trade practices to flourish, which has swindled
the common man of his hard earned money, dignity and social standing in society. Unscrupulous Travel Agents
and Marriage Bureaus have flourished by ruining the lives of these innocent, gullible people. Such travel agents
and middle-men have taken ample advantage of the obsession people have to migrate. Several Agents and
Thugs have been booked in the past and there are ample evidences to suggest that women also are an equal
partner in this crime. [Annexure 24, 25, 26]
4. Absence of a gender-neutral forum has deprived the Government from collecting relevant statistics and facts on
issues / hardships faced by married men and their families. There are no statutory bodies (like NCW) who are
willing to believe their grievances. There are no laws which could provide remedy to the peculiar situation that
NRI men and their families find themselves in. All laws are heavily biased towards benefiting the women, to an
extent where they prove detrimental to the welfare of Men and their families.
5. An in-depth, correct understanding of the issue of Abandonment can be gained only through a gender-neutral
approach. In the absence of a neutral approach, any solution devised by the Government would in all likelihood
boomerang at a later stage, primarily because the Government would have completely neglected and overlooked
the needs and peculiar situation of NRI men and their families.
6. Even if the sheer number of NRI abandoned brides are to be believed then too the said problem would be regionspecific only. It would be inappropriate to address region-specific issues through legislations which affect the
entire populace of the country. Such short-sighted legislations would not provide the real solution to the
problem. MEA and MOIA should resolve the said phenomenon by addressing the root-cause of the malady and
not the ultimate effect which is visible in the form of abandonment.
Therefore, before promulgating any strict laws it would be prudent to recognize that the phenomenon of NRI
abandoned brides is a socio-economic problem and the answer lies in creating awareness as opposed to passing
laws that are in violation of the individual’s Right to Liberty and Dignity.
7. The Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs should have well documented evidence of the number of women victims
of fraudulent NRI marriages before reaching the conclusion that such cases have attained alarming proportions.
Admittedly, 100 such complaints from a Diaspora comprising 45 million NRIs cannot be called an alarming
situation.
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8. In the interest of justice it would be judicious if the Ministry would also take note of complaints from NRI men
who have been victimized by Indian women. Government should extend necessary support to such men and
their families as well.
9. Government should recognize that failure of NRI marriages happens due to a variety of reasons and that both
men as well as women are responsible for such failures. The absolving of all women from blame is both naïve as
well as wishful.
10. The contention that every case of abandoned bride is due to harassment / dowry demands is over simplistic. In
order to effectively deal with these cases and stem the rot, the MEA and MOIA should concentrate on root
causes and every attempt should be made to prevent this highly emotional issue from turning into a NRI bashing
platform.
11. There are large number of cases where NRI men have been inflicted with false charges under Section 498A of IPC
(a gender-biased law). Such false accusations in turn help to reinforce the blinkered perception that dowry is the
sole reason for abandoned NRI brides. Whereas in many cases of abandonment it has come to light that the
unscrupulous wife resorts to frivolous charges of dowry harassment (against the NRI husband and his family).
Such frivolous charges provide protective cover to the malicious intentions of unscrupulous wives who despite
having committed wrongs are able to take advantage of their own wrongs.
12. MEA, MOIA and NCW should arrange social awareness campaigns educating women and their family members
about:
•

The importance of following legal immigration procedures.

•

Living in western countries with its rigours and different pace of life, which may not be as attractive
(luxury and leisure) as originally believed.

•

Thoroughly check the prospective bridegroom’s antecedents and at the same time be honest about
oneself.
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